Year 7 and 8
Keep on
Reading!

Five Books That ….
....will keep you turning the pages
When 12-year-old Al Chaudry learns there is a time machine, made by his
father, sitting in the garage of his old house, he has to go and get it doesn't he? Then he can travel back in time and save his father's life.
With his pet hamster Alan Shearer for company, Al is determined to
follow his dad's instructions. But time travel can be tricky and there are
strict rules. Can Al race against time to change the past and the future,
while keeping hold of Alan Shearer and not arousing suspicion?
Carson and his friends are into drone racing: the hot new trend of racing
remote-controlled flying drones. When they come across a discarded
drone in a junkyard and power it up, it’s way faster than anything else
they’ve seen. Plus, it talks!
Unfortunately, the drone is in fact the Vanta Hawk, a classified, highlevel and strictly experimental weapon – and the military want it back….

Hilarious and
heart-warming –
this will keep you
rooting for Al (and
the hamster!)

Ghost
Jason Reynolds

Three years ago Ghost’s dad chased him and his mum down the road
with a gun. His dad got ten years in prison, and Ghost learned how to run.
Ghost has never thought of athletics as a sporting option – basketball is
his thing. But now, after challenging a sprinter to a race at the local track,
he’s won himself a place on an elite running team. To keep it, he just
needs to stay out of trouble…

A page-turning
book with plenty
of challenges and
action

Run Wild
Gill Lewis

Looking for somewhere secret to practice skateboarding, Izzy and Asha
ignore the ‘Danger! Do Not Enter’ signs posted around the derelict
gasworks. Sneaking inside, they discover an amazing hidden urban
wilderness, finding cormorants, beetles… and an injured wolf! Visiting
'Wolf Land' every day, the group of friends delight in their newfound
freedom, roaming the urban wilderness. But when other visitors arrive
and discover their secret, the friends’ new world is torn apart. Can they
make everyone see how special this place is and save it from developers?
A terrible fungus has swept the world, decimating crops and triggering a
worldwide food crisis. In Australia, Ella and her family were surviving on
government rations, but the deliveries have stopped, the power has gone
out, and her parents are missing. Her half-brother Emery makes a
difficult decision: to take their dogs, pack their last remaining food, and
trek across the barren outback in search of safety at his mum’s
mushroom farm. Their journey will be an intense test of survival: they'll
need to avoid the dangers of desperate people, look after their dogs, and
traverse a treacherous landscape….

A beautifully
written, poignant
tale highlighting
the value of
connecting with
nature

Time Travelling
with a Hamster
Ross Welford

‘Drone Racer
Andy Briggs

The Dog Runner
Bren Macdibble

Fast paced action
- will keep you on
the edge of your
seat!

A dystopian
adventure full of
danger

Five Books That ….
…take you to another time or place
Race to the Frozen
North
Catherine Johnson

When the Mountains
Roared
Jess Butterworth

The Last Zoo
Sam Gayton

Lightning Mary
Anthea Simmons

Dr Who – The
Secret in Vault 13
David Solomons

Penniless and shoeless, 11-year-old Matt leaves home in search of
a new life. Taken in by the kindly Janey, he helps in her café. But
Matt starts to dream of sailing the world. As he sets off to find
work on a ship, little does he know of the deep challenges he’ll
face and the incredible things he’ll achieve. Because of the colour
of his skin, Matt has to work harder than everyone else to get half
as far. But will he get to the North Pole?
Ruby’s been uprooted from her home in Australia and moved to
the mountains of India, where her dad’s got a new job managing a
hotel. Ruby misses Australia terribly, but in the remote Himalayas
she finds herself surrounded by incredible wildlife and soon
realises her new home is special too. Except something’s not quite
right: her dad’s hiding things, the hotel owners are super shifty,
and there are rumours the mountain is cursed…
Pia lives on the last zoo: a floating armada that houses the
strangest collection of creatures the world’s ever seen, from
genies to mirror-orangutans to hummingdragons. Collectively
called ‘voilas’, they each have a special ability, and everyone hopes
these will help save the world from environmental catastrophe.
Pia looks after the angels, their greatest hope. Then one morning
they vanish…
In the early 1800s, Mary grows up in a poor household in Lyme
Regis, where her father collects and sells fossils. As Mary grows
older, she begs to be taken on a fossil hunt, even though the
beach is perilous and landslides have killed many men. After her
father dies following a terrible accident, Mary takes on the role of
fossil dealer with her mother who is determined that they won’t
end up in the workhouse following Mary’s father death. Mary
doesn’t give up looking for something special, and one day she
finds it.
A dark secret locked inside an ancient vault; three long-lost keys;
an evil alien intent on destroying the universe. Oh, and a talking
plant. This talking begonia’s cry for help reveals that the galaxy is
in dire peril, and naturally only Doctor Who (Jodie Whitaker’s
incarnation specifically), along with her friends Yaz, Ryan and
Graham, can save the day. So begins a mission to Vault 13 – but
what’s in there?

Based on the story of
real-life 19th-century
explorer Matthew
Henson – an exciting and
thought-provoking read
Perfect for anyone who
loves stories about
righting wrongs and
doing what you believe
in.
A brilliant book for
anyone looking for a new
world to get lost in, with
an environmental
message
The true story of Mary
Anning, a Victorian
palaeontologist, whose
discoveries of the
ichthyosaur contributed
to changes in scientific
thinking about the
history of the earth.
This is the book for you
if you love action,
adventure with a
monsterific science
fiction twist

Five Books That ….
…are a little bit different
Love that Dog
Sharon Creech

A story told in free verse from the point of view of Jack, a young
boy who hates poetry but loves his dog, Sky. This is a
wonderfully short book with a powerful emotional punch and
doesn’t take long to read!

A quicker read
with a wonderful
narrator

Danger is
Everywhere
Docter Noel Zone

A brilliantly funny handbook for avoiding danger of all kinds.
DOES IT WARN YOU ABOUT WHAT TO DO IF A SHARK
COMES UP OUT OF THE LOO WHILE YOU ARE SITTING ON
IT? Yes it does.
AND HOW TO FIND OUT IF YOUR GRANNY IS A ROBOT?
That too.
AND WHAT TO DO IF A VOLCANO ERUPTS UNDERNEATH
YOUR HOUSE? After you've made sure it's not a neighbour's
barbecue, this book will let you know exactly how to deal with it.
Josh and his twin brother JB are mad about basketball. They’re
stars of their school team and being on the court is everything.
Although different from each other, the two brothers have
always been as close as can be. But things are changing. JB’s
more interested in spending time with the new girl at school
than with Josh, and as the fractures in their brotherhood widens,
Josh just isn’t sure where he fits anymore. Especially after he
gets suspended from the team. Can he figure out how to fix
things in time for the basketball championships final?
London! The Future! Alex and Freddy are just like any other
brothers. They squabble. They drive their parents crazy. There's
only one difference...they're the most powerful robots on earth!
But they’ll soon discover that they're not the only superpowered robots around. An evil robotic mind is making sinister
plans. And their lives won't stay peaceful for much longer...

Full of brilliant
illustrations – a
laugh-out-loud
gloriously daft
book

Welcome to Berrybrook School. Jorge has a pretty comfortable
life here: a spot on the athletics team and two brilliant friends.
Whenever he sees Jazmine, though, he gets totally tongue-tied.
He definitely doesn’t have a crush – does he? Crush follows
everyday life at school as Jorge tries to figure out the new
feelings he has for Jazmine, along with the ups and downs of the
changing relationship between his two best friends to the
bullying ‘lad’ behaviour of class jock James.

A graphic novel
about growing up
from a boy’s point
of view

The Crossover
Kwame Alexander

Mega Robo Bros
Neill Cameron

Crush
Svetlana Chmakova

Written in free
verse- dramatic
and powerful. You
won’t have read
anything like it!
A brilliant graphic
novel – funny,
with great
illustrations

Five Books That ….
….are about figuring out who you are
Jelly
Jo Cotterill

Angelica – Jelly for short – is the ‘Funny One’ at school, known for her clever
impressions and comedy sketches. But being funny is a fine line and behind
all the humour, Jelly’s hiding anxieties about her weight. If they’re laughing
with her, they’re not laughing at her, right? And she has a secret hobby, too:
writing poetry about her worries. Nobody knows, and as far as Jelly’s
concerned, nobody can ever know. Can she find the courage she needs to
stop hiding?

A book about
being brave and
showing the world
the real you

Sam Wu is NOT
Afraid of
Ghosts
Katie and Kevin
Tsang
Girls Can Vlog
Emma Moss

Sam Wu is scared of many things but is determined not to let anyone find
out. However, after an unfortunate incident in a space simulator on a school
trip, he becomes a target for class bully Ralph, who nicknames him ScaredyCat Sam. He decides the best way to stop Ralph’s teasing is to develop a
reputation as the bravest person in school, so Sam acquires a fearsome
sidekick: a snake called Fang. This may not be the best choice, as Sam is
terrified of snakes…

Ideal for anyone
who likes fast
paced, funny,
illustrated shorter
reads

A new country, new home, and now a new school. Lucy misses her friends,
her stammer is worse than ever, and now school bully Dakota has made an
extremely embarrassing video of Lucy’s disastrous first day and posted it
online for everyone to see.
Lucy’s best friend suggests she try vlogging to help make new friends and
share her life with her old ones. Surprisingly, it’s a success - but Dakota is
determined to make Lucy’s life hell. Will vlogging turn out to be a help or a
hindrance?
Lily loves fell running. She’s good, but never quite good enough: she gets
anxious and loses her focus and then that’s it. Out. Plus she’s worried about
her grandmother, who has Alzheimer’s. But whilst staying with her
grandparents just before her first big race of the season, Lily discovers her
great-grandfather was a runner too. Not only was he a fell running
champion, but he was also a message runner during World War One.
Perhaps his diaries can give her the inspiration she needs to win the
upcoming race?

A story about
friendship and its
ups and downs,
and finding your
inner braveness to
try new things

Alfie Monk looks like any other 11-year old boy, other than a slightly odd
dress sense and teeth that are badly in need of a dentist. However, he is
actually 1,000-years old: thanks to the magic of precious life pearls. He and
his mother have managed to live quietly for centuries, but when everything
Alfie holds dear is destroyed in a fire, he is forced into the reality of the 21st
century. Determined to bring an end to his endless existence, he sets out on
a dangerous mission to find the last life pearl, before it is too late.

A story about
being different,
friendship, and
dealing with life
in the 21st C

Armistice
Runner
Tom Palmer

The 1000 Year
Old Boy Ross
Welford

A story about
family history
and learning
from the past

Five Books that ….
….will keep you entertained
High Rise Mystery
Sharna Jackson

The Falcon’s
Malteser
Anthony Horowitz
Who Killed Darius
Drake
Rodman Philbrick

Cosmic
Frank Cottrell
Boyce

Hamish and the
World Stoppers
Danny Wallace

After finding their community art teacher murdered on their tower
block estate (‘The Tri’), sisters Nik and Norva are determined to solve
this terrible crime. Swinging into action even before the police have
arrived, the whip-smart detective duo develop a list of suspects and a
plan to identify motives and methods. But over the following days,
the evidence starts to point in a confusing direction, one that they
really don’t want to contemplate…
Meet the Diamond Brothers, the world's most rubbish detectives!
When a dwarf comes into the office and leaves a package, Tim
Diamond, the world's worst private-detective, is faced with his
toughest case yet. The office is ransacked and the package is found to
contain simply a box of Maltesers. Who was the dwarf . and why was
he murdered shortly after his visit?
When he receives a mysterious letter written in blood asking, ‘Who
Killed Darius Drake?’, Darius – who is very much alive – is determined
to find out who sent it and why. It leads the boys into a deep plot
involving a mysterious town legend, a family tragedy, and clues to
finding the priceless, long-lost Dunbar Diamonds. Can Darius, his
friend Arthur and Arthur’s step-sister Deidre solve this hundred-yearold mystery for good – and escape those who’d kill for the treasure?
Even though he’s only 12, Liam is constantly mistaken for an
adult…which often gets him into trouble, but his dad usually helps
him avert disaster. When Liam wins a competition to try out the
world’s greatest thrill ride, he and his friend Florida are whisked away
to Infinity Park in China by the mysterious Dr Drax. The friends find
themselves competing for the chance to be sent into space: soon
Liam is playing a grown-up in a situation that his dad can’t save him
from.
What would YOU do... if the whole world just stopped? Yes the
WHOLE WORLD.
Birds in the air. Planes in the sky. And every single person on the
planet - except you!
Because that's what keeps happening to Hamish Ellerby.
And it's being caused by The World Stoppers and their terrifying
friends The Terribles! They have a PLAN! They want to take our world
for their own . . . Oh, and they hate children. Especially if you're a
child who knows about them. Hang on - You know now, don't you?
Oh dear….

A fantastically
fast-paced and
gripping mystery

Lots of jokes as
well as action and
excitement
A mystery story
with twists and
turns

Laugh out loud
funny – a great
read

Kids saving the
world in a wickedly
brilliant way

